
Sand Dune House
£270,000

Exclusive to Chestertons. Beautifully decorated and meticulously maintained, this home boasts three double bedrooms, high
quality wood effect floor tiles throughout, white shaker style kitchen with Silestone worktop and subway tile backsplash and
top of the range Balay appliances. Furthermore, there is a West facing balcony with Rock and sea views and private covered
allocated parking. Currently undergoing somewhat of a renaissance, Gibraltar's East side is becoming ever more popular with
families and professionals alike with a number of multi-million pound developments in construction or in the pipeline, making
this a great area to invest.
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Sand Dune House

Internal 81 sq m 
External 4 sq m 
Service charges £1,008 pa
Rates £132 pa

• Mid floor • West facing balcony

• Rock and sea views • Beautifully decorated

• One allocated parking space • Three year residency required
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Additional information

3 bed 1 bath



Hallway free-standing wardrobe and additional
bedroom furniture. The room further
benefits from TV and internet points.

Bathroom

Kitchen
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A bright and neutrally decorated L-
shaped hallway benefitting from
sophisticated wood effect floor tiles, a
wall mounted intercom allowing for
secure entry into the building, two
generous storage cupboards, one
housing the large boiler.

Bedroom 1

Generous double sized bedroom
decorated in neutral tones and availing
from wood effect floor tiles. The room
benefits from a window allowing for
natural light and ventilation, central
ceiling light and TV and internet points.

Bedroom 2

Double size bedroom with window
allowing for natural light and ventilation.
The room is large enough to
accommodate a double bed plus large

Avails of a white Roca suite comprising
sink with integrated vanity unit and
drawers beneath, toilet and large bath
with glass curtain and tap attached wall
mounted rain shower head and separate
handheld attachment. The room is fully
tiled with a wood effect tile to the floor
and a beige tile to the walls with
accented wall behind the bath. The bath
benefits from a glass curtain and the
room further benefits from inbuilt
cupboards for bathroom item storage.

Lounge

The lounge is a bright room with glass
doors that gain you entry onto a West
facing balcony with views to the
development.
Benefits include wood effect floor tiles,
neutral décor, TV and internet points
and enough room to accommodate a
large sofa configuration and small dining
table. The room further benefits from a
light grey Silestone breakfast bar with
space for two stools that zones the living
space with the open plan kitchen.

Modern and sleek in design, this
fabulous kitchen is pristine and comes
with all mod-cons. The white shaker
style cabinets are complimented with a
light grey Silestone work top and a
white subway style tile acting as
splashback. The top of the range
appliances include: Balay fridge freezer,
Balay oven, Balay washing Machine and
Balay dishwasher. Furthermore the
space benefits from recessed lighting
and wood effect floor tiles.

Bedroom 3

Double size bedroom benefitting from a
west facing window creating a bright
and airy ambiance. The room is
currently being used as a dining room
and benefits from wood effect floor
tiles, neutral décor and TV and internet
points.
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Sand Dune House

These particulars are produced in good faith, are set out as a general guide only and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. All
statements contained in these particulars are believed to be correct, but any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as
statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them
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